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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AT CENTRE SUISSE Device studies have been done on
D'ELECTRONIQUE ET DE MICROELECTRONIQUE self-aligned complementary (SAC) MOS in-

cluding translation of their MOS parame-
1 INTRODUCTION ters into a simulation program, and pa-

rameter extraction including dimensional
Centre Suisse d'Electronique et de and noise effects. Test structures in

Microilectronique (CSEM) in Neuchatel, the first integration include several MOS
Switzerland was created in 1983 through transistors, vertical and lateral bipolar
the combining of three laboratories that transistors, Schottky diodes, and resis-
had been engaged in watch making, chemi- tors.
cal sensors, and optoelectronics. The characterization of circuits in

CSEM performs research and develop- technology being transferred from CSEM to
ment work and small-quantity production VLSI Technology Incorporated must be com-
of components and systems for industry pleted, especially for analog applica-
and government agencies. The staff of tions. Several preliminary measurements
220 includes more than 70 scientists and of transistors have enabled standardiza-
engineers qualified in microelectronics, tion of the problems. A test structure
optoelectronics, sensors, and microme- has been completed to permit a true char-
chanics. It is associated with the Swiss acterization and to verify the agreement
Foundation for Microtechnology Research of the parameters after the transfer of
in Neuchatel. the technology.

It is a nonprofit organization, sub- Some bipolar transistors compatible
sidized by the Swiss Government and owned with CMOS technology have been measured
by about 50 shareholding companies, of and characterized in several different
which 35 percent are watch manufacturers. technologies. Their performance concern-

The principal scientific and techni- ing matching and transconductance were
cal activities are: compared in bipolar and MOS regimes.

Also studied was the influence of geome-
• Design of integrated circuits and sys- try on the parameters. The equations of

tems Ebers and Moll were extended to a more
* Microelectronics technology complex structure of lateral transistor.
* Development of custom integrated cir- The measurements confirmed the model.

cults
* Optoelectronics and peripheral compo- Non-Valtile Memories

nents Electrically erasable and programa-
* Materials and micromechanics. ble read-only memories (EEPROM's) devel-

oped at CSEM emphasize compatibility with
2 DESIGN OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND SYS- available CMOS technology and low supply
TEMS voltage (about 1.5 volts). Small EEPROM

blocks are already in use in industrial

Integrated Device Characterization developments. The physical principle of
This activity is responsible for a memory cell is a floating gate--totally

characterizing all devices in an integra- isolated by oxides--and means to change
ted circuit with the accuracy required by its electrical charge by applying high
circuit designers. P-well resistors have voltage (about 20 volts) across a local-
been characterized, including nonlinear ized thin oxide at about 10 nm, thus,
effects and their dependence on dimen- inducing a tunneling current.
sions and temperature. Other studies on The aim is an EEPROM building block
polysilicon diodes and lateral bipolar in a matrix organization. Physical prop-
transistors are underway. As an example, erties of thin oxides, injection phenom-
low-frequency noise measurements under a ens and associated technological process-
constant current show great improvement es are being investigated. Several types
when the gate voltage changes from metal- of two-transistor memory cells have been
oxide-semlconductor (MOS) to bipolar op- integrated in a 4-micron technology and
eratlon. tested. Two of them gave good results.



An experimental circuit, including design of analog circuits can be used in
cells, interface circuits, voltage multi- different application domains, using low
pliers, several matrix memory blocks, and power at high frequence it determines
test structures have been integrated, whether the circuits are valid for the
Some manual exploratory measures, and required application.
others controlled by computer, have fur-
nished a large amount of useful informa- Analog to Digital Converters
tion, as well as on fault finding cir- Sigma-delta converters allow high
cuits. Functioning of several good ma- resolution despite poor matching of basic
trix memories has been achieved with very circuit devices such as capacitors and
weak power (1.3 volts), transistors. They consist of a small

analog part and a larger digital filter
Synthesis Program for Analog Circuits and can easily be implemented in VLSI

In order to allow system designers technology.
to design optimum analog circuits, CSEM The advantages and disadvantages of
has written a synthesis program based on different sigma-delta A/D convertors have
experience and attention to small de- been studied and a strategy for design of
tails. Starting from a well-defined cir- first-, second- and third-order convert-
cuit diagram and from process and circuit ers has been developed. This strategy
specifications, the program provides the takes into account the design of the dig-
dimensions of all transistors and other ital decimation filter.
devices, as well as the optimum bias cir- The stabilization of the higher or-
cults. der convertors is achieved by adding

Program modules have been written zeros to the loop filter. The spectrum
for five different voltage references of the quantization noise of the third-
which take into account process varia- order converter shows that by doubling
tions and predict typical temperature the sampling frequency, the signal-to-
behavior and worst case behavior. A few noise ratio is improved by about 21 deci-
seconds of time on a VAX computer are bels.
sufficient to design a reference.

A design strategy for optimum quartz Digital Signal Processing Integrated Cir-
oscillators has been developed on the ba- cults
sis of accumulated experience and has This project provides methodologies
been implemented as a new set of modules and computer aided design tools for the
in the synthesis program. implementation of digital signal process-

A test program has been developed Ing algorithms on silicon.
for operational and transconductance am- The decompositions of the basic al-
plifiers and for voltage references. gorithms made in such a way that they
These programs run on a Hewlett-Packard result in the most effective VLSI imple-
computer. mentations. Studies were first made of

It is now possible to design trans- basic modules generally used in digital
conductance amplifiers (12 diagrams), signal processing applications. Special
operational amplifiers (4 diagrams), low- attention was given to very efficient
noise amplifiers using bipolar transis- VLSI multipliers, and an exploratory
tors compatible with CMOS technology (3 study was made of digital filters. CSEM
diagrams), current references (4 dia- collaborates with the University of Neu-
grams) and voltage (5 diagrams), quartz chatel and the Federal Institute of Tech-
oscillators (3 diagrams), and analog/di- nology in Lausanne in this project.
gital converters (2 diagrams).

A subroutine has been developed to Electrical Optimization of Digital Cir-
advise the user when the program finds no cults
solution and to indicate to him how he For high performance In speed and
can improve the performance of functional power the behavior of digital circuits
blocks. The program for the interactive must be analyzed at the electrical level.



A large effort has been carried out at is used at CSEM. Appropriate software

CSEM toward electrical optimization of tools have been improved and a microcell
the "microcell" matrix layout approach software package is available. It ranges

for designing VLSI circuits. Rules have from the topological cell description
been developed for placing and for compiler to the generation of geometri-
choosing the dimensions of the transis- cally oriented layouts in different CMOS
tors. processes. It is presently applied to

Read only memories (ROM) and random the 4-pm CMOS process and the 3-Um SACMOS
access memories (RAM), used in custom and it gives, respectively, a metal-ori-
integrated circuit developments, have ented layout and a polysilicon-oriented
been optimized for access and write times layout.
without any increase in power consump- The microcell software package oper-

tion. ates on a VAX/VMS computer. The above
layout technique is applied in the design

Automatic Layout Generation of industrial integrated circuits.
A ROM generator has been used by In assembling cells by abutment each

CSEM for many custom integrated circuit cell must be redesigned according to its
developments. It gives freedom in the environment. Algorithms have been devel-
decoder and the multiplexer organization. oped and tested to automatically generate
This allows the designer to choose the topological cell descriptions which take
best configuration in order to optimize account of constraints related to the
the chip plan or minimize power consump- shape and location of the input and out-
tion. Layout can be generated for the put pins. Experimental programs using
4-pm process used by CSEM or for the 4-pm backtracking algorithms have been written
and 3-Mm self-aligned CMOS process in Prolog and Pascal languages to search
(SACMOS), with which the minimum metal for the best topologies of cells accord-
and polysilicon pitch has been obtained ing to the given constraints. This will
for the ROM cell. give a symbolic layout-oriented cell com-

CSEM has upgraded the program, piler, which can be used as a cell li-
called CAMELEON, developed for symbolic brary.
editing and compacting. A new internal A graphics editor has been developed
data-structure using a multidimensional for the interactive generation of symbol-
tree has been implemented for providing ic microcell layouts. The editor has been
very fast data search and operations in extended to read a branch description of
the plane. A new set of functions allow- a cell, construct an initial placement,
Ing geometrical operations has also been and allow interactive modification and
implemented, which allows the necessary improvement of that placement while re-
postprocessing of the geometrical data taining the connectivity. A number of
produced by the compactor. These func- algorithms to tackle combinatorial prob-
tions, which are used in other layout lems such as Initial placement, track
generation tools, are available through a assignment, and optimization have been
library at CSEM. developed and evaluated. These algorithms

Some new functions including rota- are being uuilt into the editor.
ting, mirroring, and copying a group of
elements have been introduced. CSEM has Testability of CMOS Integrated Digital
done extensive work in documentation and Circuits
interfacing of all available tools. This project is responsible for pro-

viding a method for generating test pat-
Automatic Synthesis of CMOS Integrated terns suitable for digital random CMOS
Circuits logic circuits which have been structur-

To Improve packing density and speed ally described.
in VLSI circuits through abutment, a gym- The test patterns for CMOS circuits
bolic layout technique called oriented are more complex to generate than those
layout and based on the microcell concept for bipolar technologies. The CSEM method
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provides test patterns which take into concept was established by investigating
account the given sequential behavior of a number of key elements of the fabrica-
some typical CMOS defects. The method is tion process and designing a test circuit
suitable for all kinds of random logic containing all the new elements of the
circuits without reconvergence paths. technology. The mask set, now available,
CSEM has demonstrated that it is always allows characterizing and optiwizing all
possible to completely test each random processing steps and establishing the
CMOS logic circuit. In order to detect relevant technological parameters.
all defaults the static supply current of A crucial feature of the self-
the circuit should be measured. aligned contact process of CSEM is the

formation of the lateral isolation of the
Smart Integrated Sensors polysilicon gate. They have chosen a

CMOS technology can be used to make low-temperature process, where the later-
sensors with negligible or no process al sensors are obtained by the conformal
variations. CSEM has investigated tern-variatur and optical sensors combined depcsition of an oxide. The etching of
perature the oxide-covered silicon, the low-tem-
with interface and signal processing cir- perature oxide deposition, and the aniso-
cuitry.One project was the study of a ther- tropic etching of this oxide are theOne rojet ws th stuy o a ter- three critical steps.
mometric building block, comprising a Another key element is the EEPRO
temperature sensor, a voltage reference, oter ke e is the ofPRhe
and an analog/digital converter. Theo- memory cell, where the isolation of theretical evaluations have shown that bi- two polysilicon layers, representing the
polar compatible structures are well floating gate and the control electrode,
suite forpathbe fstrutunctionswand and the characteristics of the thin in-suited for the first two functions, and j c i n o i e h v e n s u i d han incremental converter with switched jection oxide have been studied. The
apaicrsmecould bonertedithe swtchd formation of silicides, calling for sput-capacitors could be adopted for the third te d po i on f a th n i a iu l y rter deposition of a thin titanium layer
one. Key properties are linearity, re- and a rapid thermal annealing step has
producibility with a minimum of adjust- also been investigated.
ments, and long-term stability. Over the last several years the two-

Optical sensors have been included dimensional process simulation program,
in two custom integrated circuits. In dimnsi coctor simulation programboth cases sensors, interfaces and other SESAM (semiconductor simulation program
critical analog circuits were studied applied to MOS technology), has been de-analytically, simulated, and measured. veloped. It is based on the finite ele-
at y , sirfored laexted andmment method and simulates plane and non-

plane substrate surfaces. The main steps

3 MICROELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY in integrated circuit fabrication, such
as ion implantation, layer depositions,

Processing Technology coupled diffusion of one to three impuri-
The Swiss National Research Program ties, oxidation, and etching processes

No. 13 is sponsoring at CSEM the develop- can be subsequently simulated. The latest
ment of an advanced 2-u CMOS technology. version features a simple model for etch-
The features of this technology are self- ing and the possibility of choosing one
aligned source and drain contacts, the of three options for the simulation of
formation of silicides for the polysili- thermal oxidation:
con and diffusion intersections, the com-
patibility with a low doped drain config- e An analytical model for fast evalua-
uration, and the incorporation of elec- tions
trically erasable and programable memory e A physical model that Involves the
cells (EEPROM's). The different features diffusion of oxidizing species in the
are combined in the CMOS technology. Low Si0 2 layer and an elastic type of mod-
power, high density and high speed for el to determine the shape charge of
digital and analog circuits are the ex- the layer due to chemical reaction of
pected results. The feasibility of the silicon with the oxidizing species
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9 The time-dependent shape change of the equipment can be used to selectively re-
oxide layer taken from a file contain- move certain layers on chips. For the
ing precalculated oxide growth simula- French company, Electroniques Serge Das-
tion data. sault, a comparative reliability study

Another activity at CSEM :is the was made of 5V/64 kbit EEPROM's from var-

characterization of dedicated dry etching ious sources, primarily for operation at

equipment and the process optimization high temperatures.

for patterning the Al/Si metallization Electron Beam Lithography
layer. The process has been introduced An application that is of growing
in pilot line production. importance is that of masks for inte-

Integrated Circuit Fabrication grated optics, usually waveguide struc-
of processing compe- tures and associated electrode patterns.

tence have been created: deposition of Special attention is given to properties
tieencric ha ereate: poitonapof, such as edge activity, edge continuity,
dielectric layers, photolithography,
plasma dry etching, metallization, ion and slope continuity. Neither the writing
iplamatidry eting , taiaion onr strategy of pattern generators, nor the
implantation, metrology, and computer sadr A ehiusaeral ut

assisted line management. The latter standard CAD techniques are really suit-
activity Is Instrumental in assigning able for these requirements. The expo-
acivityis tofrintren iuns, a ing sure of beam spots in a fixed raster, and
priorities to fabrication runs, tracing in appropriate digitizing on a high-reso-
lots, and keeping track of in-process lution grid leads to very large data
measurements and final parameter measure- files without improving writing perform-
ments.

to ance. CSEM has developed a special digit-
About 30000 wafers, corresponding izing tool that takes into account the

more than 50,000 integrated circuits, known system limitations and prepares the
have been processed. Also, a limited data in a compact, machine-compatible
number of process steps has been per- form. It has proven quite successful and

formed on some 4000 wafers in relation to will be incoroted i te d

chemical and physical sensor development processing package.

and production work and fabrication

equipment evaluation. A 4-Um double poly- Diffraction Grid Fabricated for Hipparcos
silicon technology has been used predomi- Astronomy Mission
nantly. A significant contribution was The Hipparcos Astronomy Mission will
made to the development of a two-transis- rely on a telescope launched on a satel-
tor EEPROM cell, which is relatively in- lite in 1988 by the European Space Agen-sensitive to technology parameter varia- lf n18 yteErpa pc gn
tions. cy. The Fourier transform of star images

crossing a grid pattern allows accurate
Quality Control and Failure Analysis star position measurements to be per-

Voltage contrast analysis, in some formed--if high-resolution microstruc-
cases collaborated by infrared microsco- tures can be manufactured on an optical
py, has been successfully applied to lo- lens.
calizc areas of malfunction on an inte- CSEM has generated patterns on non-
grated circuit chip. Analysis of reli- flat substrates by electron-beam litho-
ability has led to an improvement in the graphy in conjunction with chromium mask-
integrity of the glassivation layer above making techniques. The Hipparcos pattern
the aluminum interconnection level. consists of a main grid and several aux-

Stains on the aluminum bonding pads iliary patterns, all located on the
that would affect bond reliability were spherical side (radius 1400 mm) of a
identified as to origin and chemical com- quartz block. The main grid consists of
position by Auger electron spectroscopy. 2688 transparent slits, 3.2 lim wide and

New equipment, recently introduced, 22 mm long, with a pitch of 8.2 pm. The
allows nondestructive decapsulation of auxiliary structures Include a number
epoxy-packaged integrated circuits. This of slits, some of them being inclined

5



45 degrees with respect to the main grid of Technology at Lausanne and fabricated
slits and several markers used as refer- at CSEM, has been successfully tested in
ences for optical transmission and align- a system incorporating a CSEM pressure
ment. The high performance required for sensor.
accurate registration and for critical
dimension control of the patterns at the Thin Film Sensor for Heat Flow Measure-
1/10-lim level led to the implementation ment
of a dedicated writing strategy. It was To obtain an inexpensive, flat, heat
necessary to provide extended compensa- flow meter, an industrial development was
tion for substrate height differences on made starting from copper-constantan
beam focus and deflection parameters. thermoelectric flow meters developed at
Also, a special calibration software Lille University, France, which can be
package for the pattern generator was manufactured with printed circuit tech-
developed in order to make available a nology.
measuring tool with extended submicron The double-sided sensor consists of
capability, a Kapton foil with thermoelectric cells

connected in series. They are made of
Physical Sensors two thin layers of copper and constantan,

An original concept for capacitive asymetrically structured so that a heat
silicon sensors is the basis for develop- flow perpendicular to the cell will pro-
ment in pressure-acceleration-force and duce a thermal gradient parallel to the
magnetic field sensors. The physical x-axis. The cells on one side are ar-
quantities to be measured cause the de- ranged top to bottom with respect to the
flection of a movable electrode, which cells on the other side. The sum of these
gives rise to a variation of capacity contributions along each constantan rib-
with respect to a fixed counterelectrode. bon gives rise to a thermoelectric volt-

The capacitance sensor is used in an age which is proportional to the heat
ultrasensitive acce]erometer being devel- flow perpendicular to the film surface.
oped by CSEM for the European Space
Agency (ESA). It consists of a plate, Nuclear Radiation Detectors
suspended by a pair of torsional bars, In the process of examining silicon
and a fixed electrode on each side. Ac- microstrip detectors for CERN, Geneva,
celeration values as low as 10-6 g unit CSEM found a novel analysis method called
have been measured, demonstrating the back-EBIC (electron beam induced cur-

suitability for microgravity applica- rent). This method allows sensitive de-
tions. tection, and in some cases three-dimen-

A 3-axis accelerometer system, de- sional localization, of deeply buried
veloped for ESA, will be used in a zero- recombination centers in silicon.
gravity experiment on parabolic airplane A new detector structure having the
flights, potential for lower radiation damage sen-

Capacitance pressure sensors allow sitivity has been developed, and proto-
precise absolute pressure measurements, types are being built.
using an integrated miniaturized refer-
ence pressure chamber with volume of the Optical Detectors
order of 0.02 mm 2 . A sealing technique The objective of this project is to
was developed at CSEM allowing residual integrate on the same chip customized
pressure below 5 millibars to be reached. photodetectors and arrays with signal
The dynamic range of the sensors is typi- processing electronics.
cally higher than 104, resulting in a Optimization of the spectral re-
resolution of 0.1 millibar at I bar. sponse for a particular wavelength or for
Pressure sensors with temperature coeffi- a range of wavelengths and the elimina-
cients below 50 ppm/8 C have been built. tion of undesirable interference was

A switched capacitor CMOS oscillator achieved by adjusting the oxide layer
chip, developed at the Federal Institute thickness within the photo-modification
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of the basic CMOS technology, leaving the acy, dynamic behavior, and resolution,
circuit areas unaffected. their simplicity makes them suitable for
4 DEVELOPMENT OF CUSTOM INTEGRATED CIR- low-requirement sensor applications. A
CUITS main difficulty is the separation between

fiber losses induced by the transducer

A custom integrated circuit for in- and losses on the fiber lead, as well as
strumentation was developed by CSEM for source fluctuations.
a French company. It consisted of two To get rid of source fluctuations,
integrated circuits to be used in a nov- an original referencing design has been
el, absolute, or incremental optical en- demonstrated in which the transducer is
coder with programable multiresolution. placed within a fiber cavity made of two
The circuits contain optical sensors semireflecting fiber mirrors. A low-co-
(photodiodes), analog interface electron- herence semiconductor source is ampli-
ics, and digital signal processing cir- tude-modulated at frequency R. The ef-
cuits implemented on the same chip. fect of the cavity is to convert the

Another application, developed with transducer-induced attenuation into a
a Swiss company specializing in colorime- phase change of the frequency component
try, involves a circuit to measure the of the signal returning or proceeding to
color spectrum of any sample between 400 the detector. As opposed to its modulus,
and 700 nm, with a 128-channel resolution the phase of the 0-component travels un-
and a dynamic range of 80 dB. The chip perturbed down the lead and will not be
consists of photo diode sensors and ana- affected by source fluctuations as long
log and digital circuits, as the 0-component has a time constant

To develop circuits for watch appli- lower than that of the fiber cavity.
cations microprocessor architectures of An experimental demonstration has
the reduced instruction set computer been performed with a distance or proxim-
(RISC) type were used. They minimize ity sensor, where the transducing mecha-
power consumption by forcing the proces- nism used is the relative amount of opti-
sor into a halt mode when it has no spe- cal power reinjected into the fiber core
cific task to accomplish. Test problems by the surface of a moving object placed
were solved by implementing an additional in front of the fiber tip.
block onto the circuit, enabling both the
complete ROM contents to be read and in- Optical Time (Frequency) Domain Reflec-
structions to be injected to test each of tometry and Fiber Sensors
the processor blocks separately. The Such sensors are widely used in fi-
time required to draw the layout has been ber optics for fault location and identi-
drastically reduced by using CAD methods fication along a fiber. The echo of the
and tools developed at CSEM. Input pulse on local and distributed ob-

In medical electronics CSEM is im- stacles represents the impulse responses
plementing for a Swiss customer a system of the fiber. The tool is well adapted
distributed over four chips, of which to a time-multiplexed interrogation of a
three are analog and the fourth is digi- number of sensors placed on a single fi-
tal and contains nonvolatile memories. ber line since it achieves a good cost/
This system uses low noise and variable performance ratio.
gain amplifiers, programable switched- The application of radar techniques
capacitor filters, and compression-expan- In fiber optics has led to increased in-
sion circuits comprising translinear terest in noncoherent optical time domain
loops. reflectometry and fiber sensors. Scan-

ning the AM frequency of the source and
5 OPTOELECTRONICS AND PERIPHERAL COMPO-NENTS measuring the overall echo delivers the

fiber transfer function. From it, with

Referencing of Intensity Modulated Fiber the advantages of modulation and detec-
Sensors (IMFS) tion simplicity for high spatial resolu-

Although IMFS can not compete with tion, fiber line properties and local
interferometric fiber sensors in accur- faults can be localized and identified.
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Theoretical and experimental compar- cal circuits. Silicon technology offers

isons of the above approaches have been excellent waveguiding dielectric layers

made at CSEM in order to define their useful for optoelectronic integration
domain of use in fiber sensors. Compact, including optical interconnections on
dedicated electronic modules have been integrated circuit chips. CSEM has con-
fabricated, allowing a rapid assembly of centrated on mask writing, ionic mask
any type of distributed sensor system. deposition, etching, and waveguide char-

acterization.
All-Fiber Components

A batch production technique has
been developed at CSEM which allows the Optical System for Laser Pattern Genera-
collective polishing of a number of fi- tor
bers lying on an anisotropically etched CSEM developed a system which simul-
single-crystal silicon wafer. The build- taneously focuses a red (X-633 nm) and a
ing block of the family of all fiber com- blue (A-442 nm) laser beam on the surface
ponents is a "half-coupler," obtained by of a preprocessed wafer which consists of
tangential polishing of the fiber, integrated circuits with standardized

A single-mode fiber coupler is ob- structures. Personalized chips can be
tained by assembling two polished sec- manufactured by cutting electrical con-
tions. The wavelength dependency of the nections in the top metal layer. This is

coupling coefficient offers a way of get- done by exposing a positive photoresist
tlng a specific spectral behavior. CSEM at the locations of electrical disconnec-
has obtained a coupler which can be used tions with the focused blue laser beam.
as a two-wavelength (de) multiplexer with The red laser beam is used for the recog-
insertion loss lower than 0.5 dB. A wide- nition of the basic structure. Exposure
band coupler has also been obtained show- is synchronized from this information.
ing a 10 percent variation of the coup- The focus spot size is about 2 Wm for the
ling ratio over the full 1.3- to 1.6-wm blue laser beam and about 3 lim for the
wavelength range. Multiplexing of a 0.8- red laser beam.
and 1.3-om wavelength in a single-mode
fiber coupler has been demonstrated.

Polishing a single-mode fiber close Holographic Optical Elements for Semicon-
to the core gives access to the modal ductor Lasers
field, which opens a new domain to fiber Holographic optical elements used
sensors using guided wave total reflec- with semiconductor laser sources must be
tion spectroscopy. Small optical sensors fabricated at a wavelength different from
for biomedical applications can be de- the application wavelength, since there
signed. CSEM has demonstrated a guided are no holographic recording materials
wave refractometer which allows nonambig- available for the infrared range. The
uous measurement of physical quantities aberations due tc the wavelength change
affecting the refractive index of a li- between the holographic recording and
quid or a plastic surrounding the pol- reconstruction can be eliminated by using
Ished filter section. For example, a aspheric waves for the holographic opti-
temperature measurement yields a O.1*C cal elements formation. Ray-tracing meth-
accuracy over a 50*C adjustable range ods were employed at CSEM to evaluate the
with very short response time. aberration corrections and the shape of

the registration wave fronts. The aspher-
Technologies for Integrated Ogtics ic waves needed for the holographic opti-

"Ion exchange In glass," is a tech- cal elements recording at a wavelength
nique for optical waveguide fabrication. (A) of 488 nm were produced by a com-
Single- and multimode waveguides with a puter-generated hologram. Holographic
wide range of numerical apertures can be optical elements with no geometric aber-
obtained, allowing the design and fabri- rations were obtained at A-790 nm by the
cation of d wide variety of passive opti- techniques described.
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Micropositioning System for Guided Wave wave. It is then reconverted into a
Optics voltage by a second transducer.

A monolithic 2-axis microtranslator The first surface acoustic wave de-
stage was developed at CSEM to meet the vice made at CSEM was a resonator, as it
exacting alignment specifications re- is more technology dependent than a fil-
quired in the field of monomode integra- ter. Using quartz substrates the resona-
ted optics. This unit gives very high tor frequency is nearly 800 MHz, which
resolution, reproducibility, and linear- leads to 1-Um metallization gaps and
ity in the submicron range. Its design widths (A/4).
relies on a systematic application of The resonator consists of a pair of
purely elastic links for the guidance and interdigital transducers flanked by two
the transmission of movements. CSEM also reflectors which confine the mechanical
developed electronic units to display, energy.
control, and automatically optimize the Integrated Electrochemical Sensors
position coordinated, based on digital For investigation of the fabrication

and analog circuits, of a fully integrated electrochemical

Quartz Resonator sensor CSEM has developed an A120 3-gate

Industrial prototypes of a miniature ion-sensitive field effect transistor

quartz resonator at 2.5 MHz, sealed under (ISFET) technology. A process for pH-
sensors compatible with on-chip CMOS as-

vacuum in a small, ceramic package have sot ctics is nw avaiable
sociated electronics is now available.

been delivered for evaluation to the Cen- Thin-film deposition techniques were
tre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES) developed for the fabrication of a sil-
in Toulouse, France. They are intended ver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) miniatur-
for use in distress beacons for maritime, ized reference electrode which can be
aeronautical, and terrestrial applica- combined with ISFET structure. A stable
tions where a small volume is essential
to limit the power drive of the thermo- electrochemical potential was obtained on
stat in relation with the satellite- an Ag/AgCl planar structure which employs

t Ia localized and isolated KCl-saturated
aided search and rescue program. hydrogel. A new approach was investigated

For this program two problems had to at CSEM to isolate the reference electro-
be solved: (1) modification of the typi- at CE t iate the frec electio-
cal frequency-temperature characteris- l in a cavi de from tion
tics, so as to shift the upper inversionby

temperature toward 70 to 80C, a conveni- means of a porous silicon membrane. Theent range for thermostatic operation, and response of ISFET's combined with an in-
et re e frhermo c oad tin, ad tegrated reference electrode show essen-
(2) precise frequency adjustment, to tially the same behavior as those with awithin ±10 ppm, by means of a laser beam. mirsoi efeene eletoe suh a

microscopic reference electrode, such as

Surface Acoustic Wave Resonator a standard calomel electrode.
The pH ISFET sensors show a repro-Surface acoustic waves are high-fre- ducible sensitivity of 54 3-MV/pH. Long-

quency mechanical waves in the frequency term stability tests show low drift, ty-
range of 0.1 to 2 GHz, which propagate on pically 0.2 MV/hour after several hours
the highly polished surface of a piezo- in solution. Control electronics has
electric crystal, usually quartz or lith- been designed and constructed using a

ium niobate.
These devices generally consist of feedback circuit to operate pH-ISFET sen-

two metallized interdigital transducers sors in a constant current mode.

defined on the crystal surface by thin- Miniaturized Oxygen Sensor
film methods. Each transducer is com- Using Ag/AgCl thin-film deposition
posed of a network of metal electrodes techniques, a miniaturized "Clark cell"
with alternating polarity. The first structure was implemented on a bilicon
transducer converts the electrical input substrate using a 0.04 mm2 cathode and
signal into a surface acoustic travelling 0.5 Mt2 Ag/AgC1 anode.
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A poly-HEMA hydrogel layer was de- loads. This should allow thin coatings

posited to provide a liquid junction be- to be characterized, since the higher

tween the electrodes, and a silicon-rub- loads conventionally used interfere with

ber membrane permeable to oxygen was used the substrates.
to cover the structure. The device is
potentially a well-controllable oxygen Hard and Tough Coatings With Low Atomic

sensor. A sensitivity of about 4.5 rA/ Numbers
torr, calculated from the voltametric The R&D work on this project is di-
experiments and confirmed by chronoam- rected toward producing coatings and im-
perometry, was demonstrated with good provements in toughness adhesion and re-

reproducibility and stability within a sistance to wear, sputtering, and hot
test period of 2 weeks, corrosion. The application of such coat-

ings on components inside the TOKAMAD
Gas Sensors on Silicon (nuclear fusion) reactor, such as lim-

A Si/SiO 2 substrate for a semicon- iters, antennas, and walls requires mate-
ducting oxide (Sn0 2 ) gas sensor was de- rials of low atomic number.
veloped to achieve a device with precise- To increase the toughness of ex-
ly controlled temperatures and working at tremely hard coatings, toughness regula-
the lowest possible power level. Selec- tors in the form of a fine dispersion
tive etching of silicon was used to re- (<1000 A) or microluminar phases have
move silicon from beneath chemical-vapor- been incorporated in the matrix material.
deposited Si0 2 membranes, which provide Work is also underway on coatings con-
good thermal isolation. Thin-film deposi- sisting of solid solutions of Ti(B,N),
tion techniques were optimized to produce Ti(B,C), or Ti(B,C,N).
the resistive heater, the electrical iso-
lation and the sensitive semiconducting Chemical Vapor Deposition of SiO2 and
film. The structures can withstand re- TiO2
peated thermomechanical stress. Amorphous, largely stress free, SiO 2

The first series of prototype de- coatings are obtained at temperatures
vices tested for CO gas measurements in below 800°C by the thermal decomposition
air showed various sensitivities depend- of tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) in the
ent on the final treatment of the SnO 2  presence of small amounts of water vapor.
layer after deposition. The sensitivity Such coatings, between 5 and 8 Vm thick,
and reproducibility of the SnO 2 film is can be used to prevent corrosion by li-
improved by heat treatment in specific quid and gaseous products and to protect
gaseous environment. Thermal loss model- metallic components in analytical instru-
ing experiments show that the integrated ments. The critical points in the pro-
sensor can operate up to 400°C with less cess are the formation of the intermedi-
than 150-mW heating power. ate oxide layer and its adherence to the

metallic substrate. Work at CSEM has
6 MATERIALS AND MICROMECHANICS consisted of finding a specific wet or

gaseous process for each type of sub-
Ultra-Microhardness Tester strate.

The principle of the ultramicrohard- Coatings of TiO 2 have potential ap-

ness tester under development at CSEM is plication in bioengineering and in sen-
based on the direct measurement of the sors. TiO 2 deposition is done by thermal
indentation depth. This is achieved by decomposition of tetraisopropoxyltitanate
capacitive displacement detection and is (TIPT) at temperatures below 400'C. Sub-
more precise and reproducible than con- strates including Ti, Al, and Cu and
ventional methods, which include the hu- their alloys are of interest at CSEM.
man factor of evaluation of the indents- Development work has concentrated on
tional diagonal. eliminating T10 2 powder formation, on

The goal is to measure indentation controlling grain size and TiO 2 coating
depths of 0.1 Ipm with extremely light stoichemistry.
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Solid Lubricants--Chalcogenides A further objective is to obtain
The coating of molybdenum disulfide crack-free deposits up to 1-jm thick and

(MoS2) obtained by the PVD process of Mi- if obtained to investigate their physical
croslide (R) developed at CSEM has been properties and potential cost.
successfully tested for the lubrication
of space mechanism. However, the perform- Characterization of Ceramic-Type Thin
ance of MoS2 lubricating layers is lim- Coatings
ited due to its poor resistance to humid- Ceramic-type coatings are used to
ity; a topic that has been investigated solve tribological and corrosion prob-
at CSEM. lems, especially in hostile environments.

Complex MoS2-based coatings have The characterization of such coatings is
been evaluated including Au, polytetra- important for establishing relations be-
fluoroethylene, and BN codeposited with tween the deposition conditions and the
MoS 2; Rh, Pd, Ni, and Co have been found mechanical properties of the film.
to be valuable interlayers. By examining A study has been made at CSEM of the
the morphology and the tribological prop- stresses to chemical vapor deposition
erties of the modified materials, it was (CVD) and physical vapor deposition (PVD)
found that MoS2-Au coatings provide high- coatings of TiC, TiN, and HfN. This study
er wear resistance in vacuum and dry air has shown that:
conditions. Systems using a rhodium in-
terlayer and running against monocrystal- . A rather low tensile stress is ob-
line ruby, with either MoS 2 PTFE or served in CVD TiC and TiN coatings on
MoS2-Au as the lubricating agent, show an cemented carbide
important improvement in tribological be- * A medium compressive stress is ob-
havior at high humidity. served in CVD HfN coatings on cemented

The performance of bulk bearings carbide
with sputtered MoS 2 lubrication has been e A medium compressive stress is ob-
studied. TiC-coated balls provide a life- served in CVD TiC, TiN, and Ti(C,N)
time increase of a factor of 3 over coatings on stainless steel and on
standard steel balls, when MoS2 lubrica- high-speed steels
tion is present, together with very low e A high compressive stress Is observed
torque. Eventual failure of the MoS 2  in PVD TiN, Ti(C,N), and HfN coatings
film maintains the torque within accept- on stainless and high-speed steel.
able limits due to the TiC.

Also, the presence of shear stresses and
Galvanic Deposition of Silicon from Non- of stress gradients have been detected in
aqueous Solutions the films.

The purpose of this project was to
achieve galvanic deposition of silicon
from nonaqueous solutions, because of its 7 CONCLUSIONS
chemical instability in classical elec-
trolytes. Recent effort has been on im- CSEM is a laboratory of extraordi-
proving the morphology of the layers and nary versatility for its size. Its total
on decreasing the impurity content. De- staff of 200, of whom about 70 are pro-
posits up to 20 cm2 in size have been fessional physicists, electrical engi-
obtained. Their quality does not depend neers, and chemists, covers in great
on substrates such as Pt, Au, Cu, or depth five major fields: systems and
Ni--on all of which they adhere well. circuits, microelectronics, application-
Adherence on carbon is not yet satisfac- specific integrated circuits, optoelec-
tory. The films are smooth and without tronics, and materials and micromechan-
imperfections as observed on a scanning ics.
electron microscope, when their thickness It numbers among its clients some of
is below 0.25 jim. Thicker films show Europe's most prestigious laboratories
cracks, and agencies--e.g., CERN, European Space
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